In this paper, we introduce vector-valued multiresolution analysis and vector-valued wavelets for vector-valued signal spaces. We construct vector-valued wavelets by using paraunitary vector lter bank theory. In particular, we construct vector-valued Meyer wavelets that are bandlimited. We classify and construct vector-valued wavelets with sampling property. As an application of vector-valued wavelets, multiwavelets can be constructed from vector-valued wavelets. We show that certain linear combinations of known scalar-valued wavelets may yield multiwavelets. We then present discrete vector wavelet transforms for discrete-time vector-valued (or blocked) signals, which can be thought of as a family of unitary vector transforms. In applications of vector wavelet transforms in two dimensional transform theory, the nonseparability can be easily handled.
Introduction
Wavelet theory has been studied extensively in both theory and applications in the last ten years. The main advantage of wavelets is due to their time-frequency localization property. Many signals in practice, such as music, speech, images and video images, can be e ciently represented by wavelets which are translations and dilations of a single function called mother wavelet with bandpass property. Many research papers, for example [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and technical books, for example [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] on this subject have been appeared recently. Most of them were focused on scalar-valued wavelets or a single mother wavelet function. In this paper, however, we will study vector-valued wavelets and vector-valued wavelet transforms for vector-valued signals where correlations between their components exist. A typical example of such vector-valued signals is video images. Several reasons for this study are as follows.
First of all, it is known that there is a limitation for the time-frequency localization of a single mother wavelet, that is, if it is very localized in the time domain then it will not be very localized in the frequency domain 33] . The best time-localized mother wavelet is the Haar wavelet. However it is not continuous. The best frequency-localized mother wavelet is the sinc wavelet, however its Fourier spectrum is not continuous. It is also known that an orthogonal wavelet function with compact support and certain regularity can not have any symmetry [34] [35] . Recently, Geronimo, Hardin and Massopust 10] constructed two functions 1 (t) and 2 (t) whose translations and dilations form an orthonormal basis for L 2 (R). The importance for these two functions is that they are continuous, very good time-localized ( or short support) and of certain symmetry. This example tells us that, if we allow several mother wavelets (or multiwavelets) in an expansion, then we may have better properties for multiwavelets than those for a single wavelet function. We will see later that multiwavelets can be generated from the component functions in vector-valued wavelets. Therefore, studying vector-valued wavelets is useful in multiwavelet theory and representations of signals. However, there is a di erence between multiwavelets and vector-valued wavelets. Vectorvalued wavelets can be used to decorrelate a vector-valued signal not only in the time domain but also between the components of vectors for a xed time. The construction of multiwavelets focuses only on the decorrelation of signals in time domain.
Vector transforms have been recently introduced for image coding by , where input and output signals are nite vectors with same dimension. It was shown that vector transforms have advantage in image coding at low bit rates [3] [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, vector quantization can be applied more easily in the vector transform domain than in the conventional scalar transform domain. It is simply because the local correlation between samples is exploited more optionally when blocked signals are used. This is similar to the reason why the performance of vector quantization is better than the performance of scalar quantization in general. Another type of vector transforms was discussed in 7] . Most recently, Xia and Suter 1] generalized the traditional multirate lter bank theory to vector lter bank theory where input and output signals are vector sequences and transfer functions are transfer matrices. Similar to the relationship between block transforms and scalar multirate lter banks, vector transforms can be viewed as vector lter banks. With the theory developed in 1], one can generate orthogonal vector transforms, lapped orthogonal vector transforms and etc. As tree-structured vector lter banks, vector-valued wavelet transforms can be also viewed as vector transforms.
In two dimensional transform theory, it is known, in general that nonseparable transforms have more freedom and the potential for better performance than separable transforms. This is also true for two dimensional wavelets and wavelet transforms. It is also known that nonseparable transforms are more di cult to formulate due to both design problems and the complexity of the associated implementation. When we consider vector transforms, vector-valued wavelets and vector lter banks where input and output signals are in matrix forms, they automatically become two dimensional transforms although there is only one variable in both time and frequency domains (discussed later). However, the design is straightforward and the associated fast implementation can make use of conventional algorithms for scalar transforms, such as the pyramid algorithm for wavelet transforms.
In this paper, we rst introduce vector-valued multiresolution analysis (VMRA) for vectorvalued signals, where the concepts of orthogonality and orthonormal bases are similar to but different from the ones in Hilbert spaces. We will see that the component spaces in a VMRA form a multiresolution analysis of a multiplicity introduced by Goodman, Lee and Tang [8] [9] . Associated with VMRA, we de ne vector-valued scaling functions and vector-valued wavelet functions. We will show that vector-valued scaling functions and wavelet functions can be generated from some low and band pass lters with matrix forms, which are called matrix quadrature mirror lters (MQMF), via matrix dilation equations similar to the traditional wavelet theory [25] [26] [27] . Matrix dilation equations were already used in [11] [12] to generate multiwavelets and in [14] [15] to generate wavelets on intervals. We will show that the component functions in vector-valued wavelets form multiwavelets discussed in [8] [9] . As a straightforward consequence of the vector-valued wavelet theory developed in this paper, one can see that certain linear combinations of scalar-valued wavelets yield multiwavelets. We apply vector lter bank theory developed in 1] to generate MQMF with good properties, such as orthogonality, regularity and etc. In particular, we construct vector-valued Meyer wavelets that are band-limited. We will also study vector-valued wavelets with sampling property. The conventional scalar-valued wavelets with sampling property were studied by several researchers, such as [19] [20] [21] [22] , where the scaling functions take the value 1 at t = 0 and 0 at other integers. It has been shown in 22] that an orthogonal scalar-valued scaling function with sampling property can not have compact support except the Haar wavelet. A classi cation for orthogonal scalar-valued scaling functions with sampling property was also given in 22]. In this paper, we present a sampling theorem for vector-valued wavelet subspaces and also give a classi cation for orthogonal vector-valued scaling functions with sampling property. We show that many of them may have compact support. Lattice structure 1, [16] [17] [18] for paraunitary matrices may be used to construct compactly supported orthogonal vector-valued scaling functions. We then present discrete vector-valued wavelet transforms for in nite and nite length signals, which is similiar to the conventional discrete wavelet transforms. With discrete vector-valued wavelet transforms, one can implement fast discrete multiwavelet transforms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe notations for vector-valued function spaces, such as, norm, matrix norm, orthogonality, orthonormal bases, series expansion and etc. In Section 3, we introduce vector-valued multiresolution analysis for the vector-valued function space. We will see how vector lter bank theory can be used to generate matrix quadrature mirror lters. We will also see a connection between vector-valued wavelets and multiwavelets. In Section 3, we also construct vector-valued Meyer wavelets. In Section 4, we study and construct vector-valued wavelets with sampling property. In Section 5, we discuss discrete vector-valued wavelet transforms.
Notations and Fundamentals on Vector-Valued Function Spaces
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. R and C denote all real and all complex numbers, respectively. L 2 (R; C N ) = ff = (f 1 (t); f 2 (t); ; f N (t)) T : t 2 R; f k (t) 2 L 2 (R); k = 1; 2; :::; N:g; where T means the transpose. which is the norm we use throughout this paper for the vector-valued signal space L 2 (R;
and the di erentiation is de ned accordingly.
The Fourier transform of f is de ned bŷ
Then, the inverse Fourier transform is
Similarly for f 2 L 2 (R; C N ). For two vector-valued functions f; g 2 L 2 (R; C N N ), hf; gi denotes the integration of the matrix product f(t)g y (t):
hf; gi = Z R f(t)g y (t)dt;
where y means the transpose and the complex conjugate. For convenience, we still call the operation h , i in (2.2) inner product although it is not the inner product in the common sense. With the de nition (2.2) it is clear that hf; gi = hg; fi y .
where ( Although k (t) in (2.5) form an orthonormal basis, the Fourier expansion of a signal f is equivalent to the Fourier expansions of all independent components in f and the correlation between these components can not been taken into account. It is because that each k (t) is in diagonal form. Therefore, we need to seek nondiagonal orthonormal basis for L 2 (R; C N N ). Next, we want to speci cally study wavelet bases for L 2 (R; C N N ).
Vector-Valued Multiresolution Analysis and Vector-Valued Wavelets
In this section, we rst introduce vector-valued multiresolution analysis for L 2 (R; C N N ). We then study its properties and construction. We also see a connection with multiwavelets.
Some basic concepts and properties
(ii). j2Z V j is dense in L 2 (R; C N N ) and \ j2Z V j = f0g, where 0 is the all zero matrix, (iii). f(t) 2 V j if and only if f(2t) 2 V j+1 , j 2 Z, (iv). There is a 2 V 0 such that its translations k (t) = (t ? k), k 2 Z, form an orthonormal basis for V 0 .
The above de nition for a VMRA is similar to the one for conventional multiresolution analysis (MRA) [26] [27] notationally. We call (t) a vector-valued scaling function (or simply scaling function) for the VMRA fV j g. Since (t) 2 V 0 V 1 , there exist constant N N matrices H k , k 2 Z, such that,
In the following, without loss of generality we assume^ (0) = I N . Therefore,
The equation ( Proof. By (3.10), for ! 2 R, X
by (3:9) = 2 I N :
This proves the orthonormality of k (t), k 2 Z. We now prove its completeness. Similar to the conventional wavelet theory, the vanishing moments implies the smoothness of For the smoothness of (t) and (t), also see 11-12]. Proof. To prove Proposition 2 we only need to prove the orthonormality of (t ? k), k 2 Z. This proves the orthonormality of (t ? k), k 2 Z. 
Construction of vector-valued wavelets

Connection with multiwavelets
Let ( (t)) lk , ( (t)) lk and (V j ) lk be the components at the lth column and kth row of (t), (t) and V j , respectively, l; k = 1; 2; :::; N and j 2 Z. And, for any f 2 L 2 (R), there exist constants a j;k1;l;k such that f(t) = X j;k12Z N X l=1 a j;k1;l;k ( jk1 (t)) lk ; t 2 R; (3.23) where k is any integer with 1 k N. This implies the following proposition.
Proposition 3 Let (t) be a vector-valued scaling function of a VMRA V j and (t) be its an associated vector-valued wavelet function. Then, for any xed k, 1 k N, the functions ( (t)) lk , l = 1; 2; :::; N, form multiscaling functions and ( (t)) lk , l = 1; 2; :::; N, form multiwavelets. Moreover, for each pair (l; k), the spaces (V j ) lk , j 2 Z, form a multiresolution analysis of multiplicity r k where r k is the maximum number of linearly independent functions of ( (t)) lk , l = 1; 2; :::; N. is a vector-valued scaling function and moreover ( (t)) 11 = ( (t)+ (?t))=2 and ( (t)) 12 = ( (t)? (?t))=2 form a multiscaling function. One can see that ( (t)) 11 is even and ( (t)) 12 is odd. Both of them are of certain symmetricity.
Two-channel vector paraunitary lter banks and vector-valued wavelets
We now focus on H(!) and G(!) that satisfy the properties (3.5), (3. The condition (3.5) is equivalent to F 00 + F 01 = I N : (3. 40)
The condition (3.17) needs to be taken care individully.
The above discussions provide a general routine for the construction of MQMF H(!) and G(!).
We will see a special case, i.e., vector-valued wavelets with sampling property, in the next section.
Vector-valued Meyer wavelets
We where m is an arbitrary integer, is an arbitrary nonnegative integer, a l is real, ja l j 6 = 1, and v l is an N 1 unit-norm constant vector for l = 1; 2; :::; .
Vector-Valued Wavelets with Sampling Property
In this section, we derive the sampling theorem for vector-valued wavelet subspaces and discuss the sampling property. We rst recall the sampling theorem for the conventional scalar-valued wavelets and the sampling property.
Let V j , j 2 Z, be a scalar multiresolution analysis of L 2 (R) and (t) be its associated scaling function. In what follows, we only consider orthogonal scaling functions, i.e., (t ? k), k 2 Z, form an orthonormal basis for V 0 . Then we have the following sampling theorem. The J 1 th step discrete vector-valued wavelet transform is de ned by: 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 X(1) X (2) X(2 J ) 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 D y J ?! 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 C 1;1 B 1;1 C 1;2 B 1;2 C 1;2 J?1 B 1;2 J?1 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 P 1 ?! permute 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 ?! 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 ?! 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced vector-valued multiresolution analysis and vector-valued wavelets for vector-valued signal spaces. We showed that vector-valued scaling functions and wavelets can be obtained from solving matrix dilation equations given certain matrix quadrature mirror lters. We also showed that multiwavelets may be constructed from vector-valued wavelets. As a special family of vector-valued wavelets, we presented vector-valued Meyer wavelets. We then studied the sampling theorem for vector-valued wavelet spaces and vector-valued wavelets with sampling property. Paraunitary vector lter bank theory was used to construct vector-valued wavelets, in particular, vector-valued wavelets with sampling property. Finally we studied discrete vector-valued wavelet transforms for discrete-time matrix sequences. Although this paper only deals with 2-band vector-valued wavelets, it can be easily generalized to the M-band case. Several open questions remain to be investigated in the future. One is if the condition H k = H y k or H(!) = H y (!) is necessary in the construction of vector-valued scaling functions in proposition 2. Another one is if the conjecture in x3.2 is true.
